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allow customers to look up the status of their energy usage. Energy customers can now check the status of their supply and
demand and forecast for any given day. The following table shows the status of each device on the network by energy

consumption. Users can navigate to the pages they’ve viewed for the previous week, in addition to the charts which show
their energy usage for any given day. It is important to note, however, that some of these charts may only be available on

the web. Customers are also able to set alerts in order to have any excesses recorded and reported on in the future. The new
service comes just ahead of the 2019 winter energy switch-on period which takes place next month, and next year’s carbon

reduction budget. Energy company Npower said in a press release it was targeted towards owners of smart home appliances,
such as lights, heating and refrigeration systems and washing machines. Their individual energy usage can be monitored as
part of the new smart meter project. Customers who use appliances for longer periods, particularly those in colder climates,
can set up an alert to notify them in advance when they may need to fit an external boiler, and make any changes to their

heating strategy. Npower said this was the only system in the UK to monitor demand and supply. The new smart meter
service costs £55 per year and can be used for up to 12 months. It will also be integrated with a separate weather forecast
tool which Npower said will be made available to customers in the coming weeks. While the data is optional, customers can
choose to receive the forecasts as an email and use it to plan any changes to the heating system. Over 10,000 homes will
receive the new smart meters in January 2019. Trending Flooding at service station after spill on A10 Hazelwood shopping

centre now open ‘I was nearly going into the trees’: Huge tree down after storm fury Major delays on A19 in York after gorse
fire and trees down Army training centre closed due
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